FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

SAVANT® EMBARKS ON LARGEST INTEGRATOR SUMMIT IN
COMPANY HISTORY
CEO Robert Madonna to unveil new product roadmap featuring significant innovations for the
luxury residential market
HYANNIS, MASS. — January 24th, 2017 — Savant, a leader in smart home technology, will be hosting the
largest gathering of integration professionals in the ten-plus year history of the company. With more
than a decade of experience in premium home automation, Savant powers some of the world’s most
luxurious environments. The event is slated for Denver, CO in late January, 2017. Savant CEO and
founder Robert Madonna, who recently retook the reigns of the company, will present the keynote
address and share a revitalized product roadmap that reinforces the brand’s commitment to the
integration specialist.
With Madonna pushing innovation across all market segments, Savant will be sharing their vision for
future products and services geared toward integration professionals. These new solutions will serve the
luxury residential market as well as the growing segment of DIFM (do-it-for-me) installers whose
customers want premium, scalable control solutions at an affordable point of entry. Some examples of
the groundbreaking advances to be unveiled at the summit include Ultra HD video over IP featuring the
highest resolution switch on the market as well as vastly new and exciting interpretations of the touch
screen for an array of applications. Further development and application of voice control technology,
climate and lighting control solutions will also be unveiled at the summit.
Service and support will be addressed as well, leveraging the Savant cloud and an enhanced capability
for integrators to monitor, diagnose and upgrade existing platforms without the expense of rolling a
truck and technicians into the field. These capabilities, originally developed by Savant for enterprise
clients, create valuable opportunities for integrators while simultaneously giving users the most
seamless experience possible.
For more information on Savant, visit savant.com
ARTWORK CLICK HERE
About Savant: Savant Systems, LLC is a recognized leader in home control and automation, and one of the fastest-growing
smart home companies in the luxury and mid-markets. Savant’s powerful Pro technology brings together the four pillars of
automation – climate, lighting, entertainment and energy – together in a single application interface for the homeowner. This
comprehensive whole-home control system, available through iOS and Android, delivers the premiere experience in all of home
automation and is available through Magnolia Design Centers and Savant’s global network of Authorized Integrators. Learn
more at www.savant.com.
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